This review work focuses mainly on the formulation, characterization, physicochemical properties and parameters of stability of emulsions stabilized by solid particles (Pickering emulsions). This concept of emulsions stabilized by particles strong knows a renewed interest in our days saw the benefits they present: good stability, protection of the environment, safety of users, types of particles etc. The adsorption of the solid particles at the oil-water interface is almost irreversible and strong, leading to the formation of a dense film, creating a barrier around the droplets and thus making the droplets very resistant to coalescence. Recently, the possibilities of application of emulsions stabilized by particles are considered in the pharmaceutical industry. This type of formulation may be a potential system of encapsulation of the active ingredients, allowing controlled and targeted release of the active ingredient from the internal phase.
Introduction
Pickering emulsions are dispersions of two thermodynamically unstable, immiscible liquids stabilized by solid particles. This fine-particle stabilization effect, known for about a century, was first demonstrated by Ramsden (Ramsden, 1904) and then described more fully by Pickering (Pickering, 1907) . The latter has established that particles, like surfactants, can stabilize oil-in-water emulsions. Such emulsions have not yet given rise to major industrial developments, but they are experiencing a renewed interest in the socio-economic context, especially since their stability is often better than that of emulsions stabilized by surfactants. classics (Fouilloux, 2011) . It has been shown that the emulsions thus obtained can, like those stabilized by molecular surfactants, be of direct (O/W), inverse (W/O) or multiple (W/O/W or O/W/O) type. (Aveyard et al., 2003; Binks, 2002) . This stabilization of Pickering emulsions is related to the adsorption of particles at the interface between the immiscible phases (Marku et al., 2012) .
Pickering Emulsion Formulation, Characterization and Stabilization Concepts

Formulation and Characterization of Pickering Emulsions
Formulation
A drop can be divided into several droplets of smaller size under the action of mechanical forces: pressure, velocity gradient, or turbulent forces. But overall, fractionation results from the competitive effects between the rheological and interfacial properties of the two phases, and the hydrodynamic characteristics of the flow via mechanical forces (Theron, 2009 ). Before breaking a drop, the interface separating the continuous phase from the dispersed phase deforms under the action of tangential and normal forces. The surface tension γ allows a spherical drop of radius R to withstand a stress of the same intensity as the pressure difference on either side of the interface, called Laplace's law (Saad & Neumann, 2016) :
There are a variety of techniques for forming emulsions. The most used are:  Rotor stator system: The principle is based on the fractionation of a drop into several droplets of smaller size under the action of a mechanical force;  Ultrasonication: The principle is based on the irradiation of a liquid medium with sound waves below 20 kHz.
Two mechanisms make it possible to explain the effect of ultrasound on emulsification:
 The wave generates instabilities at the liquid-liquid interface, which will induce the formation of droplets;  The implosion of cavitation bubbles near the drops of liquid will break these drops and there is a gradual reduction of the average diameter of the emulsion (Retamal Marín et al., 2017) .
These techniques have significant advantages: ease of implementation, ability to quickly prepare large volumes of emulsion. However, the resulting emulsions are generally polydispersed, making systematic studies and the rationalization of such systems difficult (Abismaı̈l et al., 1999) . They also make it possible to create large amounts of interface, in order to disperse one phase in another to form an emulsion. It is then possible to disperse an apolar phase in a polar phase, leading to an oil-in-water emulsion or on the contrary to disperse a polar phase in an apolar phase leading to a water-in-oil emulsion (Fouilloux, 2011) . Several types of particles can be used for the stabilization of Pickering emulsions: iron oxide, metal hydroxides, silica, clays, carbon (Aveyard et al., 2003; Wang & Hobbie, 2003) . Stabilizing particles are not necessarily solid. Effective stabilization has been observed with microgel particles, liquid crystals, but also with natural particles such as bacteria and spores (Binks & Whitby, 2005; Dorobantu et al., 2004; Fujii et al., 2005) .
Characterization
Determining the Direction of the Emulsion
The nature of the external phase, and therefore the type of emulsion, can be detected by various techniques:
 By dispersibility experiments of a small volume of emulsion in an aqueous or oily phase: For example, if the sample taken is dispersible in water (respectively in oil) the emulsion is of type H/E (respectively E/H) (Zoller, 2008) ;  By conductivity measurements: In most cases, water, unlike oil, contains electrolytes. The conductivity of the aqueous phase is therefore 100 to 1000 times higher than that of the oil. Since the value of the conductivity of an emulsion depends on its external phase, it is therefore relatively easy to determine whether the emulsion is of W/O or O/W type. The conductivity of an emulsion (χ em ) is directly related to the conductivity of the external phase (χ ext ) and its volume fraction (f w ). Thus, as a first approximation, the following linear relationship can be used:
( 2 )
The external phase can also be of paramount importance in the interpretation of phenomena observed for emulsions, in particular for detecting phase inversion during an emulsification process (Pizzino et al., 2009 );
 By dye tests: The principle of these techniques is based on the determination of the water solubility or liposolubility of dyes such as methylene blue or Nile red (Sudan III) in the emulsion formed.
Determination of Droplets Size
One of the important properties of emulsions is the size of the droplets, which can be determined by a measurement method called "particle size". The size of the droplets is particularly representative of the stirring and formulation conditions in which the emulsion has been prepared. In most cases, an emulsion contains droplets of different sizes, in particular because of the partly or totally random character of the agitation processes, and therefore a droplet size distribution which represents a statistical inventory of the population present in the emulsion. The emulsion can be characterized by a single diameter value representative of an average of the total drop population (Querol et al., 2017) .
Determination of Viscosity
The rheological behaviour of an emulsion is often complex because of the influence of many parameters inherent in the structure (size and organization of the droplets) or the chemical compounds used. Many models that exist in the literature relate the viscosity of an emulsion to its characteristics, however they are mostly of empirical nature and limited to specific cases. The viscosity of an emulsion depends on the viscosity of the external phase, which is generally expressed by the following relationship: 
η r is the relative viscosity. The rheological behavior of an emulsion often depends on the viscosity of its external phase (Theron, 2009 ).
Determination of pH
pH plays a very important role in the stability of emulsions. The contact angle, the adsorption of the particles at the interface, the Zeta potential and other factors are parameters influenced by the pH. The resistance of the particle dispersion structure is enhanced by the increase in pH, and their adsorption at the oil/water interface is controlled by pH. The zeta potential decreases with increasing pH. The contact angle also increases with increasing pH but the variation is small. In sum, the stability of emulsions increases with increasing pH (Yang et al., 2007) .
Energy Aspects and Interactions between Particles at the Interface
Energy Aspects
The mere presence of solid particles is not sufficient for the formation of emulsions. The latter are formed by energy input, corresponding to the energy required to create a larger interfacial area (Colver, 2008; Frelichowska et al., 2010) . The energy of the attachment of a particle to the interface of a fluid is related not only to the angle, but also to the interfacial tension. This energy therefore determines the stability of the emulsion and increases as the contact angle approaches 90° (Powell & Chauhan, 2014) . Colloidal particles are often irreversibly adsorbed at the water/oil interface. Assuming that a spherical solid particle is small (submicronic) so that the effect of gravity is negligible, the energy E needed to move a particle of radius r from the oil/water interface to one of the volume phases is given by the following equation: The positive sign in the equation corresponds to the extraction towards the oily phase and the negative sign to the extraction towards the aqueous phase (Binks, 2002; Pichot et al., 2010; Prestidge & Simovic, 2006; Rondón-González et al., 2007) . This equation shows that depending on the contact angle, the adsorption of a particle to the surface can be high or low (10kBT). It is weak for contact angles between 0 and 20° or 160° and 180° and maximum for angles close to 90°. For the contact angle close to 90°, the energy required to remove a particle from the interface is of the order of a few thousand kBT (Popp et al., 2010; Tarimala, 2006) . A consequence of the very high attachment energy of the particles at the interface with respect to the kBT thermal energy is that the particles, once at the interface, can be as irreversibly adsorbed at the interface (Pickering, 1907) .
Interactions between Particles at the Interface
Van der Waals interactions bring together all molecular interactions of dipolar origin. We distinguish the so-called Keesom interactions, which occur between permanent dipoles, and the Debye interactions that appear between the induced dipole of a non-polar molecule and a permanent dipole. A third contribution, called London, corresponds to induced dipole/induced dipole interaction. It is always present and due to the fact that a spontaneous dipole moment, related to the fluctuations of position of the electronic cloud around the nuclei can appear at any moment. This dipole then induces the formation of another dipole within a neighboring molecule, and the interaction between these dipoles is at the origin of attractive forces (Figure 8 ) (Etienne & David, 2012) . For the interaction between two spherical particles, the sum of these contributions is written as: The Van der Waals interactions between two particles are generally of effective range of a few tens of nanometers and exhibit a divergent evolution in contact between the particles. The Hamaker constant is always positive for two bodies of the same chemical nature, resulting in an attractive interaction, but it can be negative for bodies of different chemical nature, which generates a repulsive interaction (Wen et al., 2004) . Figure 1 . Diagram of the cloud of counter-ions of particles located at a water/oil interface and dipole moment generated (Ridel, 2015) 3. Type, Stability and Instability of Pickering Emulsions
Experimental Factors Influencing the Type of Emulsion
Several experimental factors influence the position of the particles at the interface, and consequently the stability of the emulsions.
Particles Wettability
The physicochemical surface properties of the particles determine their wettability by liquids. Indeed, Schulman and Leja (Schulman & Leja, 1954) published the first study on a variation of the wettability of barium sulphate particles and the influence of the contact angle on the stabilization of emulsions. They observed that the type of emulsion obtained depends directly on the value of the contact angle between solid, oily and aqueous phase.
Surface chemical treatment can alter the wettability of the particles. For example, in the case of silica particles, the grafting of hydrocarbon chains on the surface renders them hydrophobic. Depending on the degree of grafting, it is possible to obtain a whole range of hydrophilic, partially hydrophobic or totally hydrophobic silicas, which can be expressed by the amount of residual free hydroxyl groups on the surface. Such particles, while not amphiphilic, have affinity for water/oil interfaces (Binks & Lumsdon, 2000b) .
Moreover the modification of the surface of the particles can take place in situ. The oxides or metals are chemically modified by the adsorption of short-chain carboxylic acids or amines on their surface. It is also possible to transform certain hydrophobic particles into hydrophilic particles, or vice versa, by pH change (Akartuna et al., 2008; Gonzenbach et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2005) . Binks and Lumsdon (Binks & Lumsdon, 2000a) have shown that the same silica particles can stabilize water-in-oil emulsions at pH <9 and O/W emulsions at pH> 12.5. This phase inversion is due to the change in the distribution of the silica particles between the aqueous and oily phase. At high pH, the silanol SiOH groups dissociate to SiO 2 , which slightly increases the wetting of the particles with water and promotes the formation of oil-in-water emulsions. In the case of a mixture of hydrophobic and hydrophilic particles stabilizing a fixed oil/water ratio emulsion, increasing the fraction of one of the types of particles can lead to a transitional reversal of the phases. For example, in a water-in-oil emulsion stabilized by hydrophobic silica, the addition of the hydrophilic silica leads to the production of an oil-in-water emulsion (Binks & Lumsdon, 2000a) . This phenomenon is similar to that observed in the case of emulsions stabilized by surfactants where the addition of a hydrophobic co-emulsifier in the presence of a hydrophilic emulsifier causes the emulsion to be inverted (Fouilloux, 2011) .
Initial Location of Particles
One possible explanation for the influence of the initial particle location is the difference in hydrophobicity for wetted particles by water and oil. For particles that adsorb at the interface entering the water side, the effective contact angle is the recoil contact angle (in water). On the contrary, it is the advancing angle (in water) when particles are adsorbed from the oil. Since the angles at the recoil are smaller than the advancing angles, the same particles behave as if they were more hydrophilic, so with a preference for the stabilization of the O/W emulsions. The opposite situation is observed for particles with a forward angle: they are more hydrophobic, so with a preference for W/O emulsions. Optimal stability can therefore be achieved by simply changing the initial location of the particles (Binks & Rodrigues, 2003; Fouilloux, 2011) . However, the value of the contact angle alone does not determine the type of the emulsion obtained, in particular, the particles having a contact angle close to 90° can stabilize the two types of emulsion. The interactions between the two phases of the emulsion and the stabilizing particles play an important role during the introduction of the second phase of the emulsion. Yan et al. (Yan & Masliyah, 1993) demonstrated that particles must reside in the outer emulsion phase before emulsification to stabilize emulsions. If the hydrophobic particles are dispersed in water prior to emulsification, they are unlikely to pass the interface barrier and enter the oily phase. Significant energy input would be required to force these particles to cross the interface (Asekomhe et al., 2005) .
Experimental Factors Influencing Stability
Size and Shape of Particles
The size of the particles determines their potential to remain in suspension and their adsorption at the interface. Experimentally, it has been shown that a decrease in particle size, at least to a certain extent, increases the stability of the emulsions because the size of droplets formed to a minimum size decreases (Tambe & Sharma, 1994) . To date, there is no systematic study in the literature on the influence of the polydispersity of nanoparticles on the stabilization of Pickering emulsions. The shape and roughness of the surface of the particles have an influence on their wettability. These two values also impact the hysteresis of the value of the contact angle. To simplify calculations and analysis, Pickering's emulsion stabilization models generally consider spherical particles. However, in practice, the stabilizing particles are often anisotropic or rough. Thus, the clay particles have a disk shape, and the fumed silica particles widely used for the Pickering emulsion formulation form stable threedimensional aggregates composed of spherical particles (Asekomhe et al., 2005; Binks & Lumsdon, 1999; Yan et al., 2001 ). There is currently no systematic study of the role of particle shape in the stabilization of Pickering emulsions. This is probably one of the least well-controlled factors.
State of Dispersion of the Particles
The dispersing power of the particles can be defined as their properties of being able to keep solid particles suspended in a liquid (Begbeg, 2008) . Aggregated particles adsorb more strongly at the interface. Studies have shown that a slight flocculation of the particles by addition of salt or pH variation leads to stable emulsions but high flocculation leads to negative results (Colver, 2008) . For oil/water type emulsions this flocculation is obtained by addition of electrolytes. The addition of electrolytes such as NaCl during the formulation causes a decrease in the zeta potential with increasing pH leading to the aggregation of LDH particles into larger flakes. The strength of the LDH dispersions structure is enhanced by the increase in pH and particle concentration. A slight variation in the contact angle has also been observed (Yang et al., 2007) . It is reported that flocculated dispersions are more effective in stabilizing emulsions because particles that are not flocculated have more mobility at the interface than flocculated particles that easily coalesce (Jin-Hwang et al., 2004; Pickering, 1907) .
Particles Concentration
The droplet size of the emulsion decreases as the amount of particles increases relative to the constant amount of dispersed phase. This occurs up to a minimum droplet size and the excess particle appears in the outer phase (Binks & Whitby, 2004; Tambe & Sharma, 1994) . The high concentration of particles does not mean a dense overlap of the interface. The Yan and Levine teams (Levine & Sanford, 1985; Yan et al., 2001) have observed that particles are in the outer emulsion phase, even when the surface of the droplets is not fully covered. But for a concentration too small in particles, the average size of the droplets increases over time. Addition of the particles in the outer phase after emulsion preparation causes gelation of the outer phase and does not cause size reduction (Arditty et al., 2003; Binks & Lumsdon, 2000a) . The formation of a three-dimensional network of flocculated particles in the outer phase around the droplets has been observed when the quantity of particles is sufficient. This improves the stability by hindering the mutual contact of the droplets. For example, clay particles form a network in water and surround oil droplets (Abend & Lagaly, 2001; Thieme et al., 1999) .
Phenomena of Instability
An emulsion is thermodynamically unstable. The stability of the emulsions can only be achieved if the formulator is able to slow down or inhibit the physical mechanisms that normally lead to the demixing of the immiscible phases (Brochette, 2013) . These mechanisms are explained below.
Sedimentation and Creaming
Sedimentation and creaming are the result of the same phenomenon, whose engine is gravity. Because the system is necessarily in kinetic equilibrium, a dispersed phase droplet is animated by a Brownian motion induced by the apr.ccsenet.org Applied Physics Research Vol. 11, No. 1; solvent molecules, the momentum being preserved during solvent/particle shocks. Thus the same droplet is subjected to the gravitational field, which tends to impose a downward movement if the droplet is denser than the continuous phase or upward otherwise (Brochette, 2013) . This competition between Brownian agitation and gravity results in an inhomogeneity of the emulsion left without agitation.
Consider the case of an emulsion water in oil left at rest; the concentration in droplets may decrease with height in the manner of a decreasing exponential. If the volume v of the droplets is large, the majority of the droplets will be collected at the bottom of the storage tube, and we can then observe a sedimentation pellet (Brochette, 2013) .
If an oil-in-water O/W emulsion had been considered, the distribution law would be identical, but there would be an accumulation of droplets in the upper part of the storage tube: this is known as creaming (Abend & Lagaly, 2001; Begbeg, 2008; BROCHETTE, 2013; Langevin et al., 2004; Robins, 2000; Thieme et al., 1999; Torres et al., 2008) . Sedimentation or creaming of the emulsified globules results in a loss of homogeneity evident to the naked eye. The speed of the process is given by Stokes' law (Briant, 1989; Hamoudi, 2012; Langevin et al., 2004) : In order to avoid these phenomena we can act on the speed v by (Briant, 1989) :
 increase in the viscosity of the continuous phase by addition of thickeners that may cause a change in the nature of the interfacial barriers,  decrease in the droplet diameter by acting on the stirring speed,  decrease in the density difference between the two phases,  avoid aggregation of the droplets.
Floculation
Sometimes the droplets formed do not remain independent of each other but tend to cluster to form clusters. This phenomenon, called flocculation, is often a precursor to the sedimentation of the clusters thus formed (Briant, 1989) . The flocculation originates from a droplet adhesiveness, the origin of which is a competition between thermal agitation and Van der Waals forces (Brochette, 2013) . The droplets of an emulsion are in fact animated by a Brownian motion, which induces shocks between droplets. If a sufficient attractive interaction exists between the droplets thus brought into contact, they remain associated. In order to understand, then control the flocculation of emulsions, it is necessary to know the basic theory on which it is based. Emulsions being liquid dispersions, it can be considered that DLVO theory of hydrophilic colloidal emulsions is applicable to them.
Taking into account the influence of interfacial layers likely to modify this theory, this approach can be used semiquantitatively, but no theory can predict the stability of long-term emulsions. There are many reasons for this (Briant, 1989) :
 the heterogeneity of the particle size distribution and the variations of this distribution with coalescence;
 the mobility of the emulsions both by lateral passage at the point of contact of two particles and by diffusion through the interfacial layer to the aqueous phase or to the oily phase;
 changes in the emulsion due to ripening;
 the need to have a mechanical barrier.
 To avoid this phenomenon, it is necessary to (Galenica., 1983) :
 avoid creaming and sedimentation (because these phenomena put the droplets in contact),
 increase steric and electrostatic repulsions (using ionic surfactants, for example).
Coalescence
Flocculation, sedimentation and creaming are reversible phenomena (weak agitation allows "redispersion"). This is not the case with coalescence, which is the phenomenon of ultimate degradation of emulsions (BROCHETTE, apr.ccsenet.org Applied Physics Research Vol. 11, No. 1; 2013). This irreversible mechanism follows the reconciliation of two or more globules, then the thinning followed by the rupture of the thin continuous phase film located between the droplets (Begbeg, 2008; Cheng & Velankar, 2009; Langevin et al., 2004; Rondon Anton, 2006; Tcholakova et al., 2008) .
To avoid this phenomenon, it is necessary to (Galenica., 1983) :
 enhance the strength of the film by the choice of surfactant or solid particles.
Ostwald Ripening
Ostwald ripening depends partly on granulometry and secondly on the Laplace overpressure (BRIANT, 1989; BROCHETTE, 2013) . At the end of the emulsification step, the population of droplets is not homogeneous in size. Generally, a particle size approaching a log-normal distribution is observed (Rojas & Patricia, 2007) . There is a flow of matter from small droplets to large droplets, through the continuous phase. The small droplets are emptied in favor of the large ones, and the granulometry is modified since the classes of small sizes disappear. This irreversible phenomenon is the ripening of Ostwald (Galenica, 1983; Langevin et al., 2004; Thieme et al., 1999; Xu et al., 2005) .
This phenomenon can be avoided by (Begbeg, 2008; Galenica., 1983) :
 monodispersion of the droplet population,  decreased solubility by adding salt in a W/O emulsion or a high molar mass apolar solute for an O/W emulsion,  surfactants barrier to the diffusion of molecules of the dispersed phase.
Phase Inversion
For some authors, phase inversion is a phenomenon of degradation of the emulsion. This analysis is correct if we consider that during the inversion, the continuous phase of the emulsion becomes the dispersed phase and vice versa, and that the properties of the diphasic medium are disrupted. On the other hand recent studies that are the fruit of half a century of research, suggests that the phenomena to be taken into account are different from those described by previous studies.
Through inversion, it is possible to obtain emulsions with particular characteristics (for example, a very small size of the droplets) under conditions completely different from those described by the research on direct emulsification (Rondón-González, 2007) .
Phase inversion can be produced either by:
 the change of a formulation variable, such as temperature, salinity (ionic surfactants) or surfactant,  the change in a composition variable, such as the fraction of the aqueous phase or the concentration of surfactant or alcohol used.
The first type of inversion is defined as transitional, while the second is called catastrophic (Rondón-González et al., 2007) .
Applications of Pickering Emulsions
Although the phenomenon of the stabilization of emulsions by particles has been known for a long time, their applications are still under development. Knowledge of Pickering's emulsion stabilization mechanisms is necessary in many branches of industry, when the formulation of these emulsions is expected or when it is a technological problem. The use of Pickering emulsions is a new strategy for the encapsulation of active ingredients for controlled release in the pharmaceutical and cosmetic formulation. Two properties of Pickering emulsions appear to be particularly interesting, the very good stability and the specific interfacial properties. The assembly of nanoparticles with fluid interfaces, as is the case with the stabilization of Pickering emulsions, is a method of forming a shell around droplets (Radulova et al., 2018) . This type of structure corresponds to encapsulation systems which have the advantages of: encapsulating and protecting labile active principles against degradation by an unfavorable pH medium or by enzymes of the digestive fluids (Marefati et al., 2017; Shao et al., 2018; , modulating the important fundamental biological process of lipid digestion by virtue of their distinctive stability against coalescence and resilience to desorption by intestinal biosurfactants (Sarkar et al., 2018) . Pickering emulsions can also be used in drug delivery systems Wang et al., 2017) .
In the cosmetic field, the main interest of Pickering emulsions for a dermopharmaceutical use is the absence of emulsifiers which are often responsible for irritation phenomena, foaming, haemolysis, strong interactions with biological membranes. The presence of particles in the formulation can reinforce the protection against UV rays.
apr.ccsenet.org Applied Physics Research Vol. 11, No. 1; Indeed, studies have been conducted to obtain emulsions stabilized exclusively with titanium dioxide particles to obtain emulsions without surfactant and with good sun protection (Marto et al., 2016) .
Conclusion
Pickering emulsions are surfactant free emulsions stabilized by solid particles. These systems are gaining renewed interest on the one hand, because it is preferable to limit the use of synthetic surfactants for ecological reasons, and on the other hand, because the functionalization of particles has seen recent progress. Pickering emulsions, for example, are systems used in the pharmaceutical industry to protect active ingredients, serve as reservoirs and allow controlled release. They can increase the solubility and the therapeutic index of certain active principles. In cosmetology, Pickering's emulsions have great potential for cosmetic formulation and many patents are currently appearing on this application.
